Your President’s Day
celebration will come to life
with these
easy-to-make masks!
You will need:
•Paper plates
•Colonial Hat template
•Top Hat template
•Hair-Colors Crinkle Strips (black)
•Construction Paper - 9" x 12" (blue and
black)
•Cotton balls
•Jumbo Craft Sticks
•Best-Buy School Glue - 4 oz
•Safety Scissors

Directions for the George Washington mask:
Give a paper plate and a pair of scissors to whom would like to
participate. Use the scissors to poke a hole and cut a large circle in
the center of the plate.
1. Give the Colonial Hat template and some blue construction paper.
Trace the template onto the blue construction paper and cut out the
hat. Have them glue the hat to the top of the paper plate.
2. Next, glue cotton balls to each side of the plate to represent
George Washington’s powdered wig.
3. Finally, glue a jumbo craft stick to the bottom of the plate for
students to use as a handle.
4. Hold up their masks as you read the George Washington poem
aloud

Directions for the Abraham Lincoln mask:
Give a paper plate and a pair of scissors to whom would like to
participate. Use the scissors to poke a hole and cut a large circle in
the center of the plate.
1. Copy the Top Hat template and some black construction paper.
Trace the template onto the black construction paper and cut out the
hat. Glue the hat to the top of the paper plate.
2. Next, glue black crinkle strips around the sides and bottom of the
plate to represent Abraham Lincoln’s beard.
3. Finally, glue a jumbo craft stick to the bottom of the plate to use
as a handle.
4. Hold up their masks as you read the Abraham Lincoln poem
aloud.

George Washington
Hat Cut Out

Abraham Lincoln Hat Cut Out

Abraham Lincoln’s Beard Strips

President Reagan Cube Fun and Facts
Print these cubes on
cardstock, assemble and use
them in conjunction with
President’s Day Memory
Match.

Suggestion: Take turns
rolling the cube naming and
discussing the symbol.

President Reagan Cube Fun and Facts
President Ronald Reagan: Ronald Wilson Reagan was an American politician who served as the 40th president of the
United States from 1981 to 1989 and became a highly influential voice of modern conservatism. Prior to his presidency, he
was a Hollywood actor and union leader before serving as the 33rd governor of California from 1967 to 1975.

Stealth Bomber: The Northrop (later Northrop Grumman) B-2 Spirit, also known as the Stealth Bomber, is an American
heavy strategic bomber, featuring low observable stealth technology designed for penetrating dense anti-aircraft
defenses. Designed during the Cold War, it is a flying wing design with a crew of two.
The Seal of the President of the United States: The mark correspondence from the president of the United States to
the U.S. Congress, and is also used as a symbol of the presidency itself. The central design, based on the Great Seal
of the United States, is the official coat of arms of the U.S. presidency and also appears on the presidential flag.
The presidential seal developed by custom over a long period before being defined in law, and its early history remains
obscure.[1] The use of presidential seals goes back to at least 1850, and probably much earlier.

The Ronald Reagan Library: The Ronald Reagan Presidential is the largest of the 13 federally operated presidential
libraries, containing millions of documents, photographs, films and tapes. There is a permanent exhibit covering the
President's life, as well as memorabilia such as Air Force One, the aircraft personally used by the president, and a
section of masonry from the Berlin Wall.
The Berlin Wall: The Berlin Wall was a guarded concrete barrier that physically and ideologically divided Berlin from
1961 to 1989. Construction of the wall was commenced by the German Democratic Republic on 13 August 1961.
The Wall cut off West Berlin from surrounding East Germany, including East Berlin. The Berlin Wall was taken down
on November 9, 1989. The Berlin Wall was about 168 kilometers (104 miles) long.

President Reagan's Air Force One: Following its retirement, SAM 27000, the plane used by Presidents Nixon through
George W. Bush, was disassembled and shipped to the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley, California.
President Reagan flew over 660,000 miles – to 26 foreign countries and 46 U.S. states. This Flying White House, tail number
27000, served seven U.S Presidents from 1973 to 2001, including Presidents Nixon, Carter, Ford, Reagan, George H.W.
Bush, Clinton and George W. Bush. For Ronald Reagan, this was the plane in which he hand-wrote many of his speeches,
signed important legislation and even officially started the Daytona Beach, Florida NASCAR race via phone.
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President’s Day Cube Fun and Facts
Abraham Lincoln : Abraham Lincoln was an American statesman and lawyer who served as the 16th president
of the United States from 1861 until his assassination in 1865. Lincoln led the nation through the American Civil
War, the country's greatest moral, constitutional, and political crisis. He succeeded in preserving the Union,
abolishing slavery, bolstering the federal government, and modernizing the U.S. economy.
Dollar Bill : The dollar bill hasn't changed in over 50 years with George Washington’s Face. The pyramid
has 13 steps, for the original colonies and is unfinished. The United States one-dollar bill is the most
common denomination of US currency, totaling 45% of all bills produced. There are about 2 billion $1 bills
in circulation.
Quarter : The quarter, short for quarter dollar, is a United States coin worth 25 cents, one-quarter of a dollar. It has
a diameter of.955 inch and a thickness of.069 inch. The coin sports the profile of George Washington on its
obverse, and its reverse design has changed frequently. It has been produced on and off since 1796 and
consistently since 1831. The U.S. Mint’s 50 States Quarters program, which ran from 1999 through 2008, was
perhaps the most popular commemorative coin series the nation has ever fielded.
Mount Rushmore National Memorial : The sculpture features the 60-foot heads of Presidents George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Theodore Roosevelt, and Abraham Lincoln, as recommended by Borglum. The
four presidents were chosen to represent the nation's birth, growth, development, and preservation, respectively.
The memorial park covers 1,278 acres and the actual mountain.

Statue of Liberty : The Statue of Liberty is a colossal neoclassical sculpture on Liberty Island in New York Harbor
within New York City, in the United States. The copper statue, a gift from the people of France to the people of the
United States, was designed by French sculptor Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi and its metal framework was built by
Gustave Eiffel. The statue was dedicated on October 28, 1886.

The White House : The White House is the official residence and workplace of the president of the United States.
It is located at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW in Washington, D.C., and has been the residence of every U.S.
president since John Adams in 1800.

